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1. SOFTWARE INSTALLATION
All the Smart Tuner software can be downloaded from the Internet. The web site
address to visit is www.perfectpower.com/downloads.htm Bookmark this web site
into your favorites for the latest downloads available.
Note: Uninstall the old version of the Smart Tuner software before installing
The newer version.
How to install SMT Windows’s software:
•

First create a temporary folder on your hard disk e.g.: c:\smt

•

Download each file to this temporary folder, by using the option save to folder

•

Once you have done this go back to the folder where you saved each file

•

You will now need 3 disks to save the files onto

•

First of all save install1.exe onto disk 1

•

Save install2.exe onto disk 2

•

Save install3.exe onto disk 3

•

Once you have done this take the 3 disks to the PC or laptop which you will be
using to run the SMT windows software

•

Start by installing disk 1 into the floppy drive.

•

Click on install1.exe. The file will start to extract the files automatically.
Follow the instructions on the screen.

•

It will then ask you for disk 2, follow the instructions on the screen.

•

It will then ask for the final disk, disk 3. Follow the instructions on the screen.

•

Once the installation process is complete

•

Click Start and Programs and click on Smart Tuner or Smart Tuner for
Windows, this will start the Smart Tuner for windows program.
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NOTE: The hardware device is called a Smart Tuner unit. It is also referred to as
a SMT unit or just Smart Tuner. The software is called Smart Tuner for windows.
It is also referred to as SMT for windows or just software. The Smart Tuner
comes in various models, PRO, ADV, UNI etc. Each of these different units will
work with this Smart Tuner for windows software. For more information on the
Smart Tuner models, please visit the web site www.perfectpower.com
Once the program has been completely installed, your start menu will have one
Smart Tuner link just above “Programs” link and the other will be Programs/Digital
Technology/Smart Tuner for Windows. In the picture below you are able to see both
of the available starting points for the Smart Tuner Windows program.
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2. CONNECTING TO THE SMART TUNER
You need a SMT tune cable, which is available from your distributor. You can also
make your own with the following information.
SMT

Pin 1
Pin 2
Pin 3

GND
input,
output,

PC D9

Pin 5
GND
Pin 2
PC RX
Pin 3
PC TX
Pin 1,6,7,8

GND
PC TX
PC RX

Joined together

The tune cable works on all versions of SMART TUNERS.
In order to work (initially) with the Smart Tuner unit, connect power to:
BLACK WIRE
RED WIRE

Ground, or NEGATIVE (-) of battery
+12 Volt, POSITIVE (+) if battery

Connect the tune cable and start the Smart Tuner for windows program. If every
thing is working, the input screen will have a couple of values and the fuel and
ignition table will be full of values that come from the Smart Tuner unit. See section
“Running the Application” for more details.
Unlike the Smart Tuner Dos program, the windows version has the online tool to
change the communication part while the software is running. If the incorrect
comm. Part is selected a message is displayed and the program continues as
normal.
TIP: Close all other application on your PC before trying to use the Windows
software. Remove or close any service that is using your comm. Port. Check
printers, mouse devices, anti virus programs, network connections, disk space,
sound cards, scanners, etc.
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3.

RUNNING THE APPLICATION

The first screen, which appears, is the flash screen.

On the right hand bottom corner, the version number of the software is displayed.
Below the version number is the date when the software version was released. On a
regular basis visit www.perfectpower.com/downloads.asp for the latest release.
3.1 No Communication
If the Smart Tuner is not connected to the PC or Laptop, then the windows software
needs to carry on working (visually). The program will however cease all
communications to the Smart Tuner for the rest of time the application is open.
To confirm that there is no Smart Tuner connected to the PC, the following message
is displayed on start up.
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The main screen will look as follows with a Smart Tuner connected.

To check if there is communication to the Smart Tuner unit, have a look at the input
section. The input section is half way up on the left-hand side. There the battery
voltage must be displayed to confirm communication. The more obvious one is to
see the tuned values in the 2D maps that are uploaded from the Smart Tuner unit
as soon as the communication is established.
Also on the input screen, you will notice the StoreSel feature. The Smart Tuner unit
is able to contain two totally separate “Tuning Curves” in its memory. Curve A and
B. When tuning the Smart Tuner, please make sure that you are in the correct
“Tuning Curve”.
Each Smart Tuner unit will have a different set of values and parameters, so your
screen might have different values in the fields.
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3.2 Loading a map in to the SMT
This only needs to happen when you have a Smart Tuner unit that is going to be
installed on a vehicle that you do all the time and you are in the possession of a
standard tune curve file for that vehicle. The other reason you might want to load a
“tune” file to the Smart Tuner unit is when you are not the default installation
person for the car and you have no access to the unit. Refer to section 6. “Public
and Customised Versions”
A tune map is a bunch of numbers describing the fuel, ignition and global maps.
Here is a printout of the C:\Program Files\SMT\dds.smt "zero" map, which is
available from the Internet and is installed in the above-mentioned directory.
Perfect Power Association
Tel: 02711 7929805
Fax: 02711 7929818
E-mail: info@perfectpower.com
SMT: SMART TUNER
Date: 10-18-2000 Time: 11:28:15
SMT software version: 14 Type:
MAPS:
GLOBAL=
GLOBAL=
GLOBAL=
GLOBAL=
FUEL =
FUEL =
FUEL =
FUEL =
FUEL =
FUEL =
FUEL =
FUEL =
IGN
=
IGN
=
IGN
=
IGN
=
IGN
=
IGN
=
IGN
=
IGN
=

File: dds.smt

4
0 255 28 128
1 255
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3 170
2 127
1 228
1 134
0 198
0 180
0 165
0 153
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1 189 44 159 255
0 255
8
51 79 107 135 163 191 219 247
1 71
1 25
0 246
0 219
0 142
0 132
0 124
0 117
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

End of SMT map
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It is called a "zero" map because the FUEL and IGNITION are all zero.
To load a map

The next screen that opens allows you to select a *.SMT file.

Select the file that you wish to load and then click on open.
3.3 Saving a map for further reference
Once a car has been tuned, the tune map remains in the Smart Tuner unit. It
should also be saved to the hard disk for further reference, or similar installations.
Once a PC is connected to the Smart Tuner (and the Smart Tuner for windows is
running) the screen fills with the selected map data.
To save a map
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The next screen that opens allows you to select a file to replace or type a new file
name to safe the data into.

Select the file from the list that you wish to replace OR type a new file name into the
“File Name” field. There is no need to supply the file extension when saving. Click
on Save when finished.
Once the tune data has been saved, these files can be transmitted via the Internet,
or printed out. The files are by default saved to C:\Program Files\SMT directory.
3.4 Exit the Application
There are two ways to close the application down. The first is to click on the “ ” at
the top right hand corner of the screen and the second is to use the Exit function
under the file menu.
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4.

SMT FUNCTIONS

The SMT functions are menu functions and are only available on the 2D Map
screen.

4.1

Upload and download

This menu is only available on the main 2D screen. The upload and download
feature should, under ideal situations, not be used at all. The Smart Tuner unit and
the Smart Tuner for windows software are always aware of all the changes you are
doing. One reason we decided to call the unit “SMART”.
For the days that the Smart Tuner unit decides to play games, we have provided the
“Upload” and “Download” facility. In all fairness, every change you do in the 2D
maps will reflect instantly after it is sent down “Downloaded” on to the Smart Tuner
Unit.
The “Upload” is also automated. When you first connect the Software to the unit,
the entire tune curve is uploaded to the software program. If however you have a
communication problem, then nothing is uploaded. The only way around this
problem is to fix the Comms Cable or the comm. Ports on the PC and restart the
software application again.
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4.2

SMT Version

This feature shows the version of the SMT unit. The version is the firmware software
version on board the SMT unit. If a functional fault occurs between the SMT
Windows software the SMT unit, please quote this version number as well as the
windows software version number.
4.3

Clearing fuel and ignition maps

This feature is useful to start fresh on both the fuel and ignition maps. The feature
will also clear the fuel and ignition maps on the SMT unit. Before this is done is a
warning message is displayed giving you the option to save the old tuned maps to
file.
The fuel and ignition map will become zero, a neutral value. This will also mean that
the SMT unit is not changing anything to the input or output of the vehicles ECU.
4.4

Map Switching

The SMT has two complete tuning maps, which can be selected by switching the
GREY wire to ground on the Smart Tuner unit.
Switch open
Switch closed (ground)

A map
B map

Switching the map from a switch is called a hardware map switch. The map can be
switched while driving.
The map can also be switched from the PC with the
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commands. This will select the desired map, but the SMT will revert back to the
switch map when:
a) the unit is reset
b) the unit is powered up
c) the switch is operated
Switching the map from PC is called a software map switch. Thus the map can be
switched while tuning the SMT via the PC. The selected map is indicated on the
Input section on the left-hand side middle of the screen.
Map switching is not effective when the Smart Tuner unit is not running.
4.5

Changing Comm ports

This feature allows you to change the operating communication port of the SMT
Windows software. The option with a tick in front of it is the option that the SMT
Windows software is presently using. Once a comm. Port is selected, the CFG. File is
automatically changed and the SMT windows software will start looking for the SMT
unit.
If the incorrect comm. Port is selected, then a warning or error message will be
displayed, however the SMT windows program will continue to operate (visually).
Note: If there is no communication to the SMT unit, then none of the upload,
download, and tuning features will work. A message will appear if any of these
operations are attempted in this state of no communication. In this case it is best to
use the SMT windows program as an offline program saving the tuned work to file.
See section 3.3. “Saving a Map for future reference”.
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5.

UNINSTALLING AND UPGRADING THE APPLICATION

5.1 Uninstalling
Before you try to install the next version of the Smart Tuner for windows program
that you downloaded from the Internet, you would need to uninstall the previous
version.

To remove the old version, open your “Settings/Control Panel/Add Remove
Programs”. In the “Add/Remove Programs Properties” window, select “Digital
Technology – Smart Tuner”. Then click on the “Add/Remove” button.
This will remove the old version of Smart Tuner for Windows.
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If you installed another version of the Smart Tuner before uninstalling the previous
version, then there will be two entries in the “Add/Remove Programs Properties”
window. To keep your computer tidy, you will need to remove both versions.
However, when it comes to removing the second version, the remove feature will
complain that the files “can not be found” to be removed. Please continue with the
Remove process till it is complete. This unfortunately happens when two versions
are installed over one another.
5.2 Upgrading
Upgrading should only be done when the “Uninstall” or “Remove” has been
completed. This will avoid having two different Smart Tuner versions installed over
one another.
The installation process, once the old version has been removed, is the same as the
“Software Installation” in chapter 1.
There is a mailing list on the www.perfectpower.com web site. Here you can be
informed when a new version comes out or when there are updated manuals
available.
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6.

PUBLIC AND CUSTOMISED VERSIONS

The Smart Tuner software works for all SMART TUNER products. The correct version
is indicated in the “SMT.CFG” file, which is installed in the C:\Program Files\SMT
directory. Your drive letter might me different to mine.
The Smart Tuner can be operated with a NON-protected (public) program, which is
available from the Internet. It can also be operated with a "customized" program,
which is only available from the manufacturer at a nominal cost. Changing the
SMT.CFG file yourself will result in a total reload of the software.
When the unit is in operation, the Company name that “tuned” the unit last is
displayed in BLUE above the Running Condition. (Top left hand corner).

Customized PC software can "read" the map from a Smart Tuner unit, which was
tuned with public software, but not the other way around. This particular
customized software can only read a Smart Tuner unit, which was tuned by
customized software.
Numbers in the input screen indicates good communication.
If the Smart Tuner maps are not uploaded, the last company name is displayed just
above “Running Conditions” (top left hand corner) in RED. This can be "overwritten" by downloading your own maps and company information, regardless of the
software version (public, customized) you use. Thus you can always "force" your
own map on to a Smart Tuner unit!
To force the Smart Tuner unit with your own map, follow the instructions below.
Please beware that you will be destroying the present “tune” curves on the Smart
Tuner unit.
If the unit has power, then the whole display should show numbers in the fuel and
ignition tables. If not, download a standard "zero" map and confirm it.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Load the standard map to the screen
FILE/LOAD – DDS. SMT.
Download it to the working SMT
SMT/Down load to SMT
Observe that the map cursors are displayed. These are the "highlights"
which move when the engine operates
Exit the application
FILE/EXIT
Restart the Smart tuner for windows application.
Observe that the whole map fills with numbers

Note: If you have a "customised" map for a specific engine, then you can load it
instead of the dds-zero map (dds.smt).
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7.

2D MAPS – MAIN SCREEN

We are going to take every part of the 2D Maps Screen apart and explain how they
work. For all the sections listed below, please use the above picture as a reference
to how the item falls into the larger picture.
Please be advised, save your current fuel and ignition curves to file for safekeeping
before you try all the tuning features. To save, click “File/Save” and provide a file
name.
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7.1

2D Fuel Map
The 2D Fuel map is similar to the SMT Dos
program. There are exactly the same amount of
fields, rows and columns.
The fuel map is the amount of extra fuel the Smart
Tuner unit is going to inject into the vehicles engine
with respect to the RPM and Analog deflection
values. The red block depicts the current operating
position of the vehicle. The red block will move all
over the field in synchronization to the ignition
table on the right hand side. Up and down of the
red block indicates the change of RPM and the left
and right movement of the red block indicates the
analog deflection.

The green block is the cursor position. The cursor
will only appear if you click on the 2D map and
then it will appear on the field you clicked. The mouse and keyboard operate the
cursor. The cursor in conjunction with the “Enter Field” allows you to enter values
into the 2D map. The numbers that can be entered is 0 to +127. Only one green
block will appear between the 2D Fuel map and the 2D Ignition map.
7.2

2 D Ignition Map
The 2D Ignition map is very similar to the 2D Fuel
map. The operation of the map is the same when it
comes to the green and red blocks on the map.
The ignition map is the amount of extra ignition the
Smart Tuner is going to adjust to the vehicles
engine with respect to the RPM and Analog
deflection values.
Retarding the ignition is
achieved by using negative numbers in the ignition
map.
The green block is the cursor position. The cursor
will only appear if you click on the 2D map and then
it will appear on the field you clicked. The mouse
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and keyboard operate the cursor. The cursor in conjunction with the “Enter Field”
allows you to enter values into the 2D map. The numbers that can be entered is –
127 to +127. Only one green block will appear between the 2D Fuel map and the
2D Ignition map. It is possible to move the green cursor between the two “2D
maps” using the keyboard arrow keys. Both of the above maps can also be changed
by the 3D Graphing facility.
7.3

2D Column tuning

This feature enables you to change an entire column at a time when
the “change column” check box is ticked. On either the 2D Fuel or Ignition Maps, a
green column will appear. The navigation of the green column is the same as the
individual point tuning as explained in section 7.1 and 7.2.

Use the navigation keys to move the green column.
Once the correct column is selected, then enter a
number in the enter field. The entire column will
now change with a new value. The new value is
instantly downloaded to the SMT unit. To deactivate
this feature, simply tick the “change column” check
box.
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7.4

RPM Deflection

The RPM deflection input is also the IGNITION #1 input. The input level can be set
later. However, before setting the RPM deflection (scale), the number of cylinders
MUST be entered in the Global Settings screen.
RPM deflection is the display of the RPM input from the Smart Tuner. The
input is then displayed against the RPM scale. You might have noticed that
the RPM scale on the left-hand side is not linear. This is one of the major
differences that the SMT Windows software has over the SMT DOS
software.
For every row in the 2D maps, there is a corresponding RPM value. For the
red cursor to move on column up from the bottom row, and according to
the RPM Scale on the left, the input RPM value needs to be greater than
999 rpm. The same rule applies to the rest of the RPM Scale. For the red
cursor to move up to the next RPM scale, the input RPM value needs to be
greater than the present RPM Scale value. When the top of the RPM
deflection is reached, the up most rows of the 2D maps are used.
Smart Tuner for windows is able to create an un-linear RPM Deflection as
well as an un-linear Analog Deflection. How to change the RPM Deflection
is not for this section. Refer to section 9. “Scale Settings Section”.
7.5

Analog Deflection

The Analog deflection is used to calibrate the analog input. The same golden rule
applies as with the RPM Deflection. For the red cursor to move up to the next
analog deflection, the analog input value needs to be greater than the present
analog deflection value. You will notice that there are two analog deflection scales.
The one on the left-hand side is for the 2D Fuel Map and the one on the right hand
side is for the 2D Ignition map. Both of the Analog deflections are the same.
How to change the Analog deflection is not for this section. Refer to Section 9.
“Scale Settings”
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7.6

RPM Indication
This is a simple instrument to explain. It is an input RPM
indicator. Showing RPM in a bar graph format and in a digital
format.
The bar graph scale does not follow the RPM Deflection. WHY?
The bar graph scale is linear and the RPM Deflection scale is
not. However, the minimum and maximum values from the
RPM Deflection are used. The rest of the values in between are
calculated to be linear.

7.7

Input Reading
This little guy shows the basic inputs of the Smart Tuner unit. If
there are no values displayed on your Input reading screen,
then there is a problem with your communication between the
PC and the Smart Tuner. The StoreSel field can be changed
using the SMT Menu on the top of the main 2D screen. Please note that the Smart
Tuner unit has an A “curve or map” and B “curve or map”. Make sure you are
tuning the correct “MAP”.
7.8

Output Reading
This instrument panel is very import. It shows the difference
between the original fuel and ignition curve on the vehicle and
the extra the Smart Tuner is adjusting to that curve in a bar
graph fashion. Another way of explain it is to say that the values
that are in the Smart Tuner fuel map and ignition map are
displayed here in an output voltage.

7.9

Error Display

The title is just to get your attention. It is actually the task bar of the Smart Tuner
for windows application and it displays more than just ERRORS. It will tell you what
type of SMT unit is plugged into the PC. In the above picture we have a PRO unit
plugged in. The task bar will also display the File Name of the saved or opened file
that you are using.
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8.

3D MAPS

There are two 3D Maps available. The Fuel and Ignition map. Both of the maps
work exactly the same. For the documentation, I will only explain how the 3D Fuel
map works.
Before you try to do anything, this little window pops up. It is explaining how to
navigate through the 3D map. Please note that the keyboard arrow key might work
on a PC, however they will probably not work on a laptop. Just to be safe, take note
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of the keys required to move the cursor around. We advise you to use the above
letters on the keyboard to navigate through the 3D Graph.
A navigation menu has also been included to remind you of the keyboard functions.

Please be advised, save your current fuel and ignition curves to file for safekeeping
before you try all the tuning features. To save, click “File/Save” on the top menu
and provide a file name.
Fuel Graph
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The above fuel graph is included with your Smart Tuner for windows installation.
Click on File/Load on the top menu and select the file “dds1.smt”. Please note that
the above fuel graph is totally unrealistic for any vehicle application. It was created
to show the effects and functionality of the tuning tools available on the 3D Maps.
The above picture is supposed to look like a person covered with a net. The Red
Cross is your cursor position. To start the cursor on the graph, click on the graph
with your mouse. The cursor will appear on the closes intersecting lines.
Remember that the graph is in 3D so the cursor might not snap to the intersection
that you had hoped for. Simply try to be very accurate when selecting an
intersection or use the letters on the keyboard to navigate to the required
intersection.
Move the Red Cursor around and see how the
hidden lines behind the protruding surface are
highlighted. This will help you to see if the lines
are going away from you or coming towards you.
By using the Pg Up and the Pg Dn buttons on the
number pad of the keyboard, you are now able to
increase (Pg Up) and decrease (Pg Dn) the
present point to your desired value. Please note
that when you exit the 3D feature and return to
the 2D screen, all the changed values will be
downloaded to the Smart Tuner unit.
8.1

Tuning Tools

8.1.1 Adjust point only
Presently the option selected is “Adjust point only”. This will
allow you to change the point that the Red Cursor is on. It won’t
change any of the surrounding values. Use the Pg Up and Pg Dn
keys to make the changes.
You will notice that on the task bar at the bottom there is an
indicator that shows the present value of the point the cursor is
on. As you change the value of the
cursor, the task bar will reflect the
change.
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8.1.2 Adjust all points proportionally – Vertical
To select this mode, click on the
“Vertical” option under the “Adjust all
points proportionally” with your mouse.
In all the modes to follow, you will still be
able to move your cursor around on the
graph. When moving the cursor, you will
notice the blue line follows the cursor.
Please note how the blue line keeps to
the profile of the graph.
Here goes. Use the Pg Up key and see
the entire blue line move up,
proportionally. Note the value on the task bar also increase as you push the Pg Up
key. When one of the points on the blue line reaches the value of 127, then that
point is no longer increased and is kept at the maximum value.

Above are two examples of this function at work. Note how the Red Cursor stays at
the height and position where it first was. This is to serve as a reference point,
allowing you to return to where you started and also to see how much of a change
you are making from the point you started. As soon as you move the cursor in any
direction, the cursor will follow the graph once again.
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8.1.3 Adjust all points proportionally – Horizontal
To select this mode, click on the
“Horizontal” option under the “Adjust all
points proportionally” with your mouse.
When moving the cursor, you will notice
the blue line follows the cursor on all the
horizontal lines. Please note how the blue
line keeps to the profile of the graph.
Use the Pg Up or Pg Dn key and see the
entire blue line move up or down,
proportionally. Note the value on the task
bar also changes as you push the Pg Up or Pg Dn key. When one of the points on
the blue line reaches the value of 127, then that point is no longer increased and is
kept at the maximum value.

Above are two examples of this function at work. Note how the Red Cursor stays at
the height and position where it first was, once again to serve as a reference point.
As soon as you move the cursor in any direction, the cursor will follow the graph
once again. The Pg Dn key was used on left-hand side picture and the Pg Up key for
the right hand side.
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8.1.4 Adjust all to selected point – Vertical

To select this mode, click on the “Vertical”
option under the “Adjust all to selected
point” with your mouse.
When moving the cursor, you will notice
the purple line follows the cursor on all
the horizontal lines. Please note how the
purple line keeps to height or value of the
Red Cursor on the graph.
It looks very confusing. When you either select the Pg Up or Pg Dn key, all the
points in the Red Cursors vertical axis are changed to equal the value of the Red
Cursor’s value. Once again the Red
Cursor will remain in the old position till it
is moved.
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8.1.5 Adjust all to selected point – Horizontal
To select this mode, click on the “Vertical”
option under the “Adjust all to selected
point” with your mouse.
When moving the cursor, you will notice
the purple line follows the cursor on all the
vertical lines. Please note how the purple
line keeps to height or value of the Red
Cursor on the graph.
When you either select the Pg Up or Pg Dn
key, all the points in the Red Cursors
horizontal axis are changed to equal the
value of the Red Cursor’s value. Once
again the Red Cursor will remain in the
old position till it is moved.
Each of the above tools is designed to
work together to achieve the desired
results. It is advisable that you practice
using these tools first before trying to
tune the Smart Tuner unit with a vehicle
connected.
8.2

Graph Controls
These tools are designed to assist you in seeing the 3D graph
better when working with complex drawings. These tools do not
change any of the values on the graphs.

It is advisable to change these
settings slowly and a little at a
time. There is a lot of computing
power required to change the
entire graph to the new setting.
It is possible that you might not
get to view the graph at all
(pushed off the screen) or keep
your computer busy for a couple of minutes while it
is changing the graph.
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A short explanation is provided for each of the tools. Each time we will us the
standard fuel curve from the “dds1.smt” file. The picture is show on the right hand
side.
8.2.1 Amplitude
The default setting for the amplitude is 5. On the left we changed the amplitude to
–5 and on the right we changed it to +10.

When changing the amplitude to a negative number, all the negative values become
positive and visa versa. The range of the amplitude is from -20 to +20.
8.2.2 Width
The default setting for the width is 3311. On the left we changed the width to 1217
and on the right we changed it to 4662.
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8.2.3 Move Top
The default setting for the “move top” is 277. On the left we changed the “move
top” to 61 and on the right we changed it to 405.

Move Bottom
The default setting for the “move bottom” is –98. On the left we changed the
“move bottom” to –282 and on the right we changed it to 143.
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8.2.5 Twist
The default setting for the twist is 3987. On the left we changed the twist to 1487
and on the right we changed it to 4730.
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9.

SCALE SETTINGS

There are two Scale Settings that you can choose from the menu, RPM Deflection
and Analog Deflection. Both the screens have the same functionality, so we are
only going to explain how the RPM Deflection works.
9.1 RPM Deflection
The RPM deflection input is also the IGNITION #1 input. The input level can be set
later. However, before setting the RPM deflection (scale), the number of cylinders
MUST be entered in the Global Settings screen. Then decide on the minimum and
maximum RPM you would like to tune. This does not have to be the range the
engine is operating in, but should be the range you would like to tune.
9.2 Analog Deflection
The analog deflection input (brown wire) has a range of 0 to 5V. It can be
connected to any voltage source (DC), which changes with the engine load. The
change can be less than 5 volts, and the unit can be calibrated to the input. If the
input is larger than 5 volts, then a suitable resistor divider must be used.
This procedure is required to link the analog deflection detection to the cursor row
movement. The analog voltage for this movement may come from:
ANALOG AIRFLOW METER
Throttle sensor
Other
However, before setting the Analog deflection (scale), the number of cylinders MUST
be entered in the Global Settings screen. Then decide on the minimum and
maximum RPM Deflection you would like to tune. Setup RPM Deflection first and
then setup the analog deflection. Choose 0% to 99% for starting the first time.
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Above is the screen for the RPM Deflection or RPM Scale. The Analog Deflection
has only 8 blue bars to adjust where the RPM Deflection uses 16 bars.
From the screen above, we are able to asses that the RPM is presently adjusted
linearly. A straight line can be drawn from the “1000” to the “8850” on the screen.
In the Smart Tuner for windows software, we are able to make the RPM Deflection
anything we like.
Before we change anything, lets consider the rules that are applied.
o You can only lower the value of the bar if the bar on the left is lower than itself.
o You can only increase the value of the bar if the bar on the right is higher then
itself.
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These rules do not apply when you are changing the minimum and maximum bars.
To make a change to the RPM
Deflection or scale, click on the bar
you wish to change. You will notice
that a red line appears on top of
the bar. This is to indicate the bar
that you are presently working on.
You can move left and right using
the keyboard arrow keys.
Once you are there where you wish
to be on the RPM Scale, us the up
and down arrows to change the value of the bar accordingly. Use the Pg Up and the
Pg Dn to speed up the process. You will notice if you try to make the bar higher than
the bar on the right, the bar on the right will increase accordingly above the present
bar. The Smart Tuner for windows software has the rules built in and prevents you
doing the incorrect change.
We have created a couple of different was to calibrate the RPM Deflection.
1

2

3

4
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1. The graph will cause the rpm to go slowly through the lower blocks of the fuel
and ignition tables. This will allow the lower fuel and ignition numbers to
control a larger rpm band than the upper numbers of the fuel and ignition
tables. Racing cars might prefer this kind of configuration. The upper range
of the RPM is finely divided compared to the lower RPM range. This allows for
a better top end fine-tuning.
2. This will provide a fine low rpm range as well as a fine upper RPM range with
a jump in between. This kind of setup will be useful to those vehicles that
have problems in the bottom end and top end, and are OK in the middle rpm
range.
3. This will cause the rpm to move quickly through the lower fuel and ignition
blocks and eventually faster and faster through the upper rpm range.
Vehicles that require a lot of precise work in the lower rpm range would use
this.
4. I am sure that there is a vehicle out there that might require something
similar. The point is that you are able to customize the RPM and the Analog
deflection or scale to your needs.
The most popular and useful curve example is 1 and 3.
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10. GLOBAL SETTINGS

The global settings have been split up into various sections. The screen that you
see is the general screen. Look at the tabs at the top of the screen. By clicking on
the tabs you would change the various sections. These screens affect all the
internal setting of the Smart Tuner, affecting the fuel and ignition outputs.
Please note that before you exit out of the global settings screens, you would need
to click on APPLY to apply the changes that you have made. This would make the
changes immediately to the Smart Tuner unit, allowing you to see if the change you
made is effective or not with out exiting the global settings screens. The changes
you make will also be saved to the Smart Tuner unit when the OK button is clicked.
The only difference being that the global screen will close and return to the screen
that you were last on. The CANCEL button will ignore your changes and close the
global settings screen.
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10.1 General
Bipolar Magnetic Input: Bipolar input,
ignition and rpm (sinewave) indication
crosses through zero (as opposed to a
swing from 0 to +12V). Bipolar Magnetic
Input is produced by a magnetic
(reluctance) sensor. If you are using this
kind of pickup, then enable this feature.
Low frequency resolution:
Only applicable to the Smart Tuner PRO
unit. The fuel frequency tuning can be lowered. Default is HIGH.
Low =
0 – 5kHz
High =
5 – 15 kHz
Upper frequency limit:
Only applicable to the Smart Tuner PRO unit. The output frequency can be limited
to this value. Another way of seeing this is a frequency clamp.
Max. RPM experienced:
The highest RPM encountered.
10.2 Ignition
Ignition input polarity:
Pos - trigger on the positive edge.
Neg. – trigger on the negative edge.
Ignition output polarity:
Normally the same as the input polarity.
Teeth per turn (incl. Missing):
Only used for missing tooth pickup systems.
Enter the amount of teeth per revolution,
including missing teeth e.g. 60-2. Note: the number must be evenly divisible by 4.
Teeth per firing:
The number of input pulses (teeth) per firing. It influences the RPM indication.
Eg: 4 cylinder 60 teeth – 2 missing = 30 teeth per firing.
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Missing tooth method:
Only available on the Smart Tuner ADV unit. Selecting “Yes” enables missing tooth
detection. Most Bosch ECU’s run missing tooth applications.
One missing tooth:
Select “Yes” for one missing tooth method or select “Two missing teeth” for two
missing teeth method.
Eg: If 60 teeth – 2 missing then (2 missing enabled).
Eg: If 38 teeth – 1 then (Yes one missing tooth).
10.3 Fuel
Fuel zero calibration:
A number, normally 0, which must be
changed up or down so that the fuel input
equals the fuel output. This is done by
connecting a voltmeter BETWEEN input and
output terminals and changing the number
until the voltmeter reads zero. Blue and
violet.
Fuel upper limit and lower limit:
The fuel output can be limited between the specified voltage settings. The range is
limited from 0.0 to 5.0 volts.
Eg: Input
=
0-5V
Output
=
0.3.5V. If selected upper limit of 3.5V.
Eg: 1V Input
2V Output. If lower limit set to 2V.
10.4 Speed
Road Speed Governor:
Resolution: The road speed range can be
extended to include high road speed
frequency input.
Low
=
0 – 5 kHz
High
=
5 – 15kHz
Of gearbox sensor on auxiliary input
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Adjust: The number selected specifies the percent deviation between the auxiliary
input and output signal (frequency). A 10% selection results in a 10% slower output
signal than the input.
Limit: A number, which restricts the speed governor, output (speed_out) frequency.
The lower the number, the higher the speed is. There is a way to set the limit using
the DOS software.
10.5 Cylinders
Cylinders:
Select the cylinder count of the vehicle.
Note that the change in cylinders also
changes the RPM scale.

10.6 Modes
These modes are only available
for the SMT-UNI unit. The modes
will be ignored by all the other
SMT units. Selected: This displays
what the present mode is for the
SMT UNI unit. By default it will be
“Missing tooth”. Select the mode
from the drop down box. As a
selection is made, the description
of the option is displayed below.
Only once the “Apply” or “OK”
button is pushed, will the SMT UNI

unit react to the new mode.
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11. APPENDIX – ERROR CODES
We have supplied a list of possible error codes that the Smart Tuner for windows
might encounter. Errors accrue as a result of the environment changing to an
unplanned state. With a description of the error, you are able to avoid the situation
and keep on using the product while we in the mean time fix the problem. The
attached error list is curtsey of Microsoft.
Constant
comInvalidPropertyValue
comSetNotSupported
comGetNotSupported
comPortOpen

comPortInvalid

comPortAlreadyOpen

Value
380
383
394
8000
8001
8002
8003
8004
8005
8006
8007
8008
8009
8010

comPortNotOpen

8011
8012
8013
8014
8015
8016
8018

comReadError
comDCBError

8019
8020
8021

comNoOpen

comSetCommStateFailed
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Invalid property value
Property is read-only
Property is read-only
Operation not valid while the port is
opened
Timeout value must be greater than zero
Invalid Port Number
Property available only at run time
Property is read only at runtime
Port already open
The device identifier is invalid or
unsupported
The device's baud rate is unsupported
The specified byte size is invalid
The default parameters are in error
The hardware is not available (locked by
another device)
The function cannot allocate the queues
The device is not open
The device is already open
Could not enable comm notification
Could not set comm state
Could not set comm event mask
Operation valid only when the port is
open
Device busy
Error reading comm device
Internal error retrieving device control
block for the port
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